From Small Water to Big Water Piles, We Can Meet Any Project’s Requirements

Build it right, build it once and leave behind your own monument to smart decision making. Available in a range of sizes from 8” OD to 16” OD, in customizable lengths, Bedford Technology will engineer the right composition of chopped fiberglass and/or fiberglass rebar in various quantities and sizes to achieve the perfect balance between stiffness and deflection in order to meet the unique structural requirements of your project.

The result is an exceptionally long lasting, maintenance free, non-leaching, crush proof and non-abrasive piling…a no risk piling solution with time proven technology forged from decades of innovation and thousands of successful installations. Our SeaPile®, BarForce® and FiberForce® product lines represent game-changing technology that will withstand endless abuse from marine traffic and Mother Nature alike.

We are your One-Stop-Shop for Solid Composite Pilings.

Features and Benefits:

- Won’t leach chemicals
- Non-degrading and environmentally friendly
- Resists marine borers and does not hour-glass
- Industry-leading impact resistance, energy absorption and non-abrasive
- Not affected by extreme environments, temperature change, salt water or ice
- Resistant to ultraviolet light, made from Recycled HDPE Plastics

Products:

- SeaPile®
- BarForce®
- FiberForce®

Marine Uses:

- Dock and pier piling
- Bridge pier fender systems
- Seawalls/Bulkheads
- Cross bracing
- Backing beams/Bull rails
- Navigation aids and markers
- Shoreline maintenance
- Wave attenuators and breakwater systems